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Enzo Cuccina Glen Alpine

Classic Italian is not hard to find in Macarthur. 
Yes, we have a few. We also have a few very 
good ones. Bongiornios at Glen Alpine had 
been up there on everyone's Italian favourites 
for about ten years. The original owners sold 
the restaurant recently and sadly the new 
owners were unable to keep the momentum 
going. In the last few months, the space has 
been taken by a family business with years of 
successful restaurants under the name Enzo 
Cucina. NOTE this restaurant has nothing to 
do with Enzo Restaurant at Camden. It is 
unfortunate coincidence that the names are 
so close and now they are both in Macarthur.

I dined at Enzo Cucina recently with Sprouts 
Catering owners David and Lianne - and their 
four year old daughter Katelyn. I have made 
many close friends of my advertisers over 
the 14 years of the magazine and David and 
Lianne are amongst them. Since their days in 
the cafe now known as Squeeze and Grind, 
they have been strong supporters of the mag-
azine and lovely people to boot.

Enzo Cucina have made a few changes to 
the layout of the restaurant, creating and a 
second doorway between the two rooms and 
a window in the middle both of which suc-
cessfully break down the two rooms feel of 
Bongiornos. The decor has been tweaked and  
I think the changes have added character.

No entrees tonight, we all agree that dessert 
is on our radar, so straight to mains. The menu 
is extraordinarily long so ordering is quite time 
consuming if you are prepared to read it all. I 

where we've been...

intentionally went for an Italian classic in Veal 
Parmigiana. I love a genuine Veal Parmigiana, 
not so fond of the Australian pub version. I 
also thought that a standard dish like this 
is a real test for an Italian restaurant. Enzo 
Cucina passed the test. It was beautiful. The 
veal tender and tasty and everything else on 
the plate worked together to create a whole-
some, delicious meal. 

Enzo Cucina has a good selection of wines by 
the glass and you know how I feel about this 
issue. Every licensed restaurant should have 
a similar list of choices... we can't drive if we 
order a bottle and so shouldn't be punished 
for doing the right thing.

The dessert list is also long and very tempt-
ing. Around the table was Tiramisu, Chocolate 
Mousse and my Poached Pears in Red Wine. 
Katelyn who had selected schnitzel from the 
kids menu, was tempted by Cookies and 
Cream Gelato from the adult's dessert menu. 
Mum and Dad surrendered and no surprise, 
Katelyn smashed it.

When we visited Enzo Cucina had only been 
open for one month. I was very impressed 
with every aspect. The service and systems in 
place created a seamless night of smiles and 
'thank yous', as it should be.


